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A Based on the data you entered on the last pages, we simulated 50 trips to the grocery store. You see them shown on the chart below. Each circle represents one trip.

B If you were to leave at 14:50, you would miss your train 38 times out of 100. Your waiting time would be 0 minute on average.

Figure 1: A 50-dot quantile plot (A) and an interactive linechart (B), as used in the two parts of our experiment. (A) is a static visualization showing likely task durations based on task properties provided by participants. (B) is an interactive visualization to support a decision-making exercise on when to leave from home to do the task from (A) and then catch a train. Moving the cursor across the x-axis in (B) updates the text displayed above the visualization.

ABSTRACT
Making time estimates, such as how long a given task might take, frequently leads to inaccurate predictions because of an optimistic bias. Previous attempts to alleviate this bias, including decomposing the task into smaller components and listing potential surprises, have not shown any major improvement. This article builds on the premise that these procedures may have failed because they involve compound probabilities and mixture distributions which are difficult to compute in one’s head. We hypothesize that predictive visualizations of such distributions would facilitate the estimation of task durations. We conducted a crowdsourced study in which 145 participants provided different estimates of overall and sub-task durations and we used these to generate predictive visualizations of the resulting mixture distributions. We compared participants’ initial estimates with their updated ones and found compelling evidence that predictive visualizations encourage less optimistic estimates.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Predicting how long a given task might take usually yields optimistic estimates [7]. This effect is called the planning fallacy and can be defined more precisely as a phenomenon in which underestimation of future tasks’ duration is almost systematic and not lessened by the knowledge of how long past tasks have taken to be completed. In other words, even informed time predictions present signs of irrationality.

The building of the Sydney Opera House is an often-cited example of high-stakes situations where even the prospect of dramatic
economic consequences did not prevent the project from prompt-
ing over-optimistic predictions. Initially expected to be finished in 1963 for 7 million dollars, a smaller-than-planned structure was finally presented ten years later, with almost 100 million dollars of additional costs. Yet, professional settings or group contexts are not the only situations in which time estimates matter. One might need to estimate at what time to leave to catch a train, or how long retrieving a parcel at the post office could take to pick up the children at school on time. Essentially, inaccurate duration estimates can impact both private and public lives, corporations or individuals.

The planning fallacy has been studied for decades, its causes still being under investigation to this day, making it even more intricate to devise appropriate debiasing methods. Various theories have been proposed, most notably the distributional versus singular information theory [42], and the memory bias theory [66]. The first one opposes general, aggregated, or population-based information, such as data about the overall punctuality of a train line, to situational, particular, or very precise clues, such as when one specific train left its last station. The second theory states that the memory of previous task durations is already erroneous. These theories underlie the debiasing methods suggested in the literature, but the difficulty in untangling the causes of the planning fallacy reflects on the difficulty in coming up with universally effective strategies. Common in past attempts to design suitable procedures is, however, that they only relied on oral or written materials. In this paper, we introduce a procedure engaging visualizations to study how these can lead to more considered time estimates. We argue it facilitates the estimation process: mentally envisioning a task is demanding and would be alleviated by concrete representations of one’s beliefs on the task’s proceedings. In order to gather the data needed to compute such visualizations, we integrate in our approach the task decomposition [8, 9, 17] and surprise listing [8, 37] methods.

We conducted a crowdsourced study involving 145 participants to investigate the effect of simulating and visualizing estimates of task durations. Our experiment was divided into two parts: the first one required estimating a specific task’s duration and the second one making a decision. For both parts, we asked participants for their estimates and decisions before and after applying debiasing methods and showing visualizations. We used quantile dot plots [16, 44] as predictive visualizations (i.e., uncertainty visualizations showing predictions of plausible future event outcomes) to represent mixture distributions of participants’ beliefs in the first part of the study, and compared interactive feedback in text form with visualization in the second one. Comparing initial against final estimates, results suggest the procedure induced a change in beliefs expressed by a reduced sense of optimism and an increased sense of uncertainty. Furthermore, the decision-making process was enhanced by both visual aids and textual additions, which suggests estimating on one’s own is difficult and prone to inaccuracy.

As our three main contributions, we expose (1) a new debiasing approach combining classic methods and visualization, (2) study results providing compelling evidence, based on a pre-registered analysis and a reproducible experimental protocol, and (3) prospects for future research on time-related bias alleviation through the use of predictive visualization.

2 BACKGROUND

The planning fallacy is a cognitive bias whose definition highlights its resistance to consider prior knowledge, making its alleviation a challenging objective. Everyone is inclined to incorrectly predict the duration of personal or professional tasks, potentially impacting morale, other tasks’ completion or even other people’s lives.

This section reviews plausible causes for this bias, the debiasing methods which were suggested in line with those theories, and visualization techniques related to time and planning issues.

2.1 Underlying Causes of Inaccurate Estimates

The pioneer contributors to the knowledge we currently have on this bias are Kahneman and Tversky. They demonstrated how intuition could harm accuracy in estimation exercises [75] and formulated the distributional versus singular information theory [42] (or inside/outside account) which is often cited as motivation or inspiration for debiasing techniques. Distributional data exploits information on a whole population while singular data only involves one person’s information. The latter one is described as yielding less accurate estimates and is thus the least desired. This theory implies the planning fallacy issue is caused by estimators not relying enough on distributional information. This could be due to personality traits, which would justify differences among individuals. Yet, many such factors have been studied, including dispositional optimism and the propensity to procrastinate [6], anxiety [45, 46], gender [33, 35, 40, 47, 56] and expertise [37], and none has revealed either a consistent effect, or one that could then be replicated. Moreover, the very definition of the planning fallacy expresses optimistic predictions or estimates. Thereby, it may be induced by a dismissal of pessimistic scenarios: people often ignore pertinent pieces of information on similar events as irrelevant. This hypothesis was formally tested, and the results suggest predicting for oneself leads to the disregard of negative past experiences [7]. Furthermore, temporal discounting is a significant component in matters related to time management: events that are too far in the future are overlooked along with their potential benefits [50, 74]. Additionally, even when people rely on former experiences, those memories might already be subject to erroneous time perception, leading to distorted recollections of how long previous tasks have taken. Biased memory was stressed as a potential element that could rationalize why most procedures have been giving unsatisfactory results [66].

The distributional/singular theory instructed many of the debiasing methods reported in psychology papers, yet it is not the only plausible explanation, for other theories have been proposed. The difficulty in establishing causes that are acknowledged by the whole scientific community undoubtedly shapes the difficulty in coming up with a truly effective debiasing method.

2.2 Debiasing Methods for the Planning Fallacy

Among the multiple debiasing procedures for task duration estimates reported in the literature, we identified four categories: methods that either propose (a) focusing on the proceedings of the task, (b) decomposing the task, (c) changing the estimation’s instructions, or (d) reviewing past elements. Table 1 presents a brief overview of these categories with some relevant studies’ findings.
Table 1: Brief overview of outcomes from experiments on debiasing methods. For a more nuanced and detailed description of the findings, refer to the relevant papers mentioned in the last column.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy</th>
<th>Outcomes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Focusing on the task’s proceedings</td>
<td>No effect / Generating pessimistic scenarios is not an effective strategy</td>
<td>Newby-Clark et al., 2000 [59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alternate scenarios</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>Byram, 1997 [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reduction in over-tightness of estimates</td>
<td>Connolly and Dean, 1997 [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listing surprises</td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>Byram, 1997 [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No improvement for experts, a small one for intermediate users and novices</td>
<td>Hinds, 1999 [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decomposing the task</td>
<td>Still optimistic but more accurate predictions / Other factors such as the elicitation procedure might influence the efficacy of the approach</td>
<td>Connolly and Dean, 1997 [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-components sum up to a greater value than whole task’s estimation</td>
<td>Forsyth and Burt, 2008 [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>Byram, 1997 [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unpacking</td>
<td>Longer, less biased estimates / The efficiency of unpacking depends on the task’s complexity</td>
<td>Kruger and Evans, 2004 [51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The typicality and where a sub-task is situated in the whole task influence the unpacking method’s efficiency</td>
<td>Hadjichristidis et al., 2014 [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altering the instructions</td>
<td>No improvement in accuracy</td>
<td>Griffin and Buehler, 1999 [26]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual probabilities vs. aggregate frequencies</td>
<td>Small tasks turn into underestimates and longer ones into overestimates (magnitude bias)</td>
<td>Halkjelsvik et al, 2011 [30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>‘Why’ instead of ‘how’ formulations prompt smaller estimates for simple tasks, and longer ones for complex tasks</td>
<td>Siddiqui et al., 2014 [69]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence formulation</td>
<td>Pushing the estimators to focus on speed or duration influences the direction of bias</td>
<td>Løhre and Teigen, 2014 [55]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The perceived amount of time allocated to a task impacts the bias’ effect</td>
<td>Sanna et al., 2005 [68], Henry, 1994 [33], Henry and Sniezek, 1993 [34]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing the past</td>
<td>Pessimistic estimates, no improvement in accuracy / Observers do not underestimate others’ performance time</td>
<td>Buehler et al., 1994 [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Observers vs. actors</td>
<td>Observers consider pessimistic outcomes when predicting for others</td>
<td>Newby-Clark et al, 2000 [59]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No significant difference</td>
<td>Byram, 1997 [8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remembering the past</td>
<td>Mixed (both optimistic and pessimistic responses), no improvement in the accuracy / People use singular rather than distributional information</td>
<td>Buehler et al., 1994 [7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No effects on experts</td>
<td>Hinds, 1999 [37]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feedback</td>
<td>Experienced runners with feedback on a daily basis are better at estimating and predicting performance durations</td>
<td>Tobin and Grondin, 2015 [73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Better estimates with accurate measures than when relying on memories</td>
<td>Roy et al., 2008 [67], Gruschke and Jørgensen, 2008 [27], Jørgensen and Gruschke, 2009 [41]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.2.1 **Focusing on the Task’s Proceedings.** The planning fallacy commonly results in overly optimistic estimates. Thereby, driving estimators to concentrate on how a given task might unfold could stress pessimistic events and thus guide towards higher estimations of the overall duration. Scenarios encouraging the exploration of pessimistic fallout may reveal all types of potential events that could occur during a task’s proceedings. These can be manipulated for various purposes, including playing on pessimism or optimism levels [8], or even helping improve and enlarge predictions’ ranges [9]. Even though this strategy did not yield any improvement in estimators’ accuracy, it helped uncover that pessimistic alternatives are often seen as less plausible by both estimators and external reviewers [59]. Another way to inflict pessimism on optimistic predictions is to list the multiple surprises that could happen. Neither when participants were asked to establish this list themselves [8] nor
when they were given one [37] did this approach produce satisfying results: it lacked consistency as both over and underestimation were observed.

In the case of underestimation, emphasizing pessimistic events of a task could benefit from being accentuated with other techniques such as visualization tools so that estimators’ excessive optimism is better noticeable. Moreover, surprises’ likelihoods were only evaluated with a discrete plausibility scale. We suggest more details on how a given event might unfold could be obtained if likelihoods were retrieved through frequencies.

2.2.2 Decomposing the Task. Strategies involving the decomposition of a task build on the idea that a problem is simpler when divided into smaller problems and therefore, smaller components of a task could be easier to estimate. Similarly, the segmentation effect, described by Forsyth and Burt, refers to the aggregated subcomponents of a task summing up to a greater duration than the whole task estimate [17], which is the desired effect in the case of an underestimation. In line with those ideas, breaking up a task into smaller components could balance over and underestimation out and thus induce a more calibrated prediction. Unfortunately, the various attempts to showcase the potential of this strategy were inconsistent: the estimates were either still optimistic [9], overestimated but more accurate [17], or equally biased [8]. It was also argued that sub-components might be beneficial thanks to the better view these provide on the overall task, not because of the size of the smaller steps. More precisely, how atypical a sub-task is, constitutes the key component influencing the direction of the estimation [29]. This has disclosed promising results in at least five experiments and revealed that the effect was even more significant as the tasks gained in complexity [51].

These procedures rely on two different motivations while being quite similar. Making use of such methods could, therefore, maximize the possibility for a practically relevant effect. Additionally, capturing information on sub-components confers a better understanding of how the whole task is perceived by the estimator.

2.2.3 Altering the Estimation’s Instructions. If this bias is too intricate to overcome, another approach can be to act on the instructions of the estimating task to modify the perceived purpose of the exercise [76]. In line with the distributional versus singular data theory, Griffin and Buehler investigated the influence of individual probabilities compared to aggregate frequencies on the type of information used to draw inferences and predict some tasks’ duration [26]. They hypothesized that requesting frequencies would cause a more probabilistic effect, while others are judged important but may lead to inaccurate estimates. Asking observers to predict a task’s duration, rather than the actual performer of the task, prevents the use of personal beliefs and most generally optimistic ones: actors (i.e., those who actually perform the task) often tend to justify their underestimated predictions. More precisely, they usually see past events as accidental misfortunes that are very unlikely to happen again, or fully trust in their ability to perform better than previous times. Still, even though observers provide more pessimistic estimates, they are not more accurate than actors [7, 59]. In at least one experiment [8], this strategy has failed to generate a measurable effect, also suggesting it may not be systematic. Yet, some elements might be relevant to integrate into the estimation. In line with this idea, Buehler and colleagues asked participants explicitly past-related questions to guide their focus [7]. The resulting predictions were, however, divergent and approximately as pessimistic as optimistic. Furthermore, when experts were requested to concentrate on their memories as novices, it did not yield the coveted results either [37].

Another theory is that humans might not need to be tricked into thinking differently, they could be trained. Feedback could gradually help people gain better prediction or estimation skills. Tobin and Grodin, for example, found that professional athletes are better at both predicting and estimating their performance time than are casual runners, which they explained as a result of the daily feedback they get during their training [73]. Further evidence supports the efficacy of this strategy: people seem to do better with more accurate measures of their own or others’ past performances [1, 64, 67]. Yet, the way feedback is delivered may be crucial as some studies failed to replicate this effect [27, 41].

These procedures are motivated by an erroneous conception of the past and the relevance of past events, as the source of this bias. If combined with strategies inspired by the inside/outside account, their influence would cover most of the plausible theories on the causes of the planning fallacy.

The described attempts constitute inspiration to devise an effective approach in order to mediate biased time estimates, for these rely on multiple aspects of the estimation process. Additionally, these methods allow us to retrieve visualizable beliefs on task durations when operated as an elicitation procedure.

2.3 Visualization Approaches for Time-Oriented Issues

The visualization community has proposed several approaches to reduce the effort for individuals to properly plan. These visualization techniques aim to provide overviews and analysis tools to alleviate the associated cognitive load.

PlanningLines is a visualization technique aiming to support projects’ planning with temporal uncertainties [2]. It offers an overview of a task’s plausible duration using glyphs, which has
led to faster assessments of the presented information. While this system addresses time and planning issues, most reported visualization approaches focus on broader matters. Hartl described a 3D calendar visualization that allows for data comparison in a planning context, along with other features such as the discovery of patterns [31]. In fact, pattern detection has been the point of interest of numerous studies investigating different visualization techniques that could enhance active analysis of data sets. More precisely, DecisionFlow [21], EventThread [28], Frequency [63] and LifeFlow [82] are systems designed for event sequences’ exploration and facilitate information readability so that trends are more easily spotted. Even though these visualizations are not closely related to time estimates, their use can be linked to several debiasing procedures. Indeed, this sequencing feature can compare to the method of the decomposition of tasks. World Lines, on the other hand, matches the ‘alternate scenarios’ approach, for it provides simulation runs to assist decision making [80]. Besides, time-oriented data calls for specific visualization representations. Simple Gantt charts have usually been used to portray this type of information but this solution is space-consuming and gets harder to read when the number of displayed events increases. Blurring and collapsing some parts of those charts were found to be beneficial in time visualizations [54]. Similarly, LiveGantt was introduced as a system demonstrating better scalability than original Gantt charts, while also enabling re-schedulability [39], and TimeBench explicitly allows for several time visualization options to be examined in order to select the most appropriate one [65].

Additionally, correctly fathoming levels of uncertainty related to a given task’s duration is a major challenge when using visualization support. There is a growing body of work on related questions such as which visualization techniques best communicate uncertainty in estimates [10, 16, 24, 44], what kind of reasoning strategies are used to make judgments about (uncertain) effect sizes [43] or effects of aggregated vs. distributional representations [60], and even on how to support uncertainty interpretation with Bayesian assistance [48]. This past work focused notably on communicating uncertainty in already existing, externally gathered data, such as weather forecasts, bus schedules, or effect sizes in scientific publications. It informed the design of the approach studied in this article, as we detail in the next section.

3 STUDY RATIONALE

The debiasing methods introduced previously rely mostly on oral or written materials, which consequently require people to mentally compute how their beliefs on uncertainties around the possible proceedings of a task sum up. We argue that easing the cognitive load to make task duration estimations, by computing and visualizing people’s beliefs, should result in better estimates. Indeed, in addition to prediction bias, humans are limited in their information processing capacities and can generally keep less numbers in their working memory than even long outdated computing devices [11, 57]. This also correlates with bounded rationality theory [70], in which cognitive limitations are acknowledged in the rationalization of human biases in decision making under uncertainty. As such, we aimed to design a procedure eliciting the data required to compute and visualize an estimator’s beliefs on a given task and compare through three measures over time how their different estimates compare: the first one captures people’s intuitive estimate of a somewhat familiar task; the second is made after experiencing debiasing techniques, and the third is made after seeing a predictive visualization of their beliefs. By comparing the second to the first estimate, we can measure the potential effects of the used debiasing techniques, and by comparing the third to the second, we can measure if visualizing people’s estimates provides any additional benefit over the debiasing techniques alone. Because estimating the duration of a task with precision involves uncertainty, it should appear on the estimation input. Our design uses intervals, as opposed to single-point estimates, to account for this aspect.

Before going into the details of our study design, we describe our rationale for choosing the selected debiasing technique, for computing the probability distributions of estimators’ beliefs, and for selecting visualization techniques.

3.1 Selecting Debiasing Methods

To be able to generate visualizations about the plausible values of a task’s duration while also emphasizing its uncertainty, we must first elicit the necessary data from participants. More precisely, we want to model participants’ views on a task’s duration and doing so requires us to elicit their beliefs, i.e., how they think the given task might unfold. Two known debiasing methods are well suited for this purpose: task decomposition and surprise listing.

Task decomposition refers to a process in which the main task is divided into smaller components [8, 9]. For example, a morning routine can be divided into smaller steps such as getting up, brushing one’s teeth, taking a shower, and having breakfast. This was investigated as a potential debiasing method for the planning fallacy, motivated by the idea that small durations are overestimated [17], which can help adjust underestimated task durations.

Surprise listing, on the other hand, emphasizes the possibility of unexpected events which can disturb the proceedings of a task [8, 37]. For example, continuing the above example, a morning routine could encounter surprises such as being out of coffee, finding the shower occupied, or getting into a lengthy argument with someone. In contrast to the sub-steps resulting from the task decomposition technique, surprises do not only have an estimated duration but also a likelihood with which they may occur. As most debiasing strategies aim to increase the overall task duration, surprises are usually events that can slow the completion of a task. Since we do not intend to sway estimators towards optimistic or pessimistic outcomes, our surprise listing method includes both events that may slow and events that may quicken a task.

Both methods on their own have resulted in little to no overall change in previous studies [8, 9, 37], and we expect the same outcome in ours. Their purpose is to help us acquire detailed data on estimators’ beliefs and consequently to enable us to generate personalized visualizations of their beliefs.

3.2 Computing Probability Distributions of Estimators’ Beliefs

The responses to the elicitation procedures serve as input to establish a probability distribution using Monte Carlo sampling where each instance represents a possible duration of the task, sampling
Each decomposed task’s duration is considered to follow a log-normal distribution. The whole task’s duration is the sum of the resulting distributions.

If a surprise event happens, then its distribution, which is also encoded as a log-normal one, sums up with the distribution of the whole task’s duration.

In the case of a slowing event, the resulting distribution attests to an increased duration.

Overall the two distributions mix where the weight of the surprise event distribution depends on the likelihood of the event.

Figure 2: The probability distribution of the duration of a compound task (here two sub-tasks and a possible surprise event). Without any surprise, all distributions simply sum up \((A + B = C)\). In this example, a surprise event \((D)\) results in a much longer task duration \((A + B + D = E)\). The likelihood of this surprise event is estimated at 0.2. The overall time to arrive \((F)\) is therefore a mixture of \(C\) and \(E\) resulting in a bimodal distribution \((F)\).

from the elicited range estimations of a planner. To be able to compute probability distributions, we elicit responses in the form of prediction intervals, that is, people’s estimation of how long a future occurrence of an event may take based on their past experience. For example, one person could estimate that taking a shower takes them 5 to 10 minutes, while for another person it is 10 to 15 minutes. However, to draw samples from such intervals, we also need to make assumptions about the elicited data, or rather, we need to elicit the data such that our assumptions hold consistently for different planners.

Since we are dealing with duration data, all values are positive. We further make the assumption that task duration data can be approximated through log-normal distributions, which has been shown to be the case for various types of duration data, such as the duration of surgical procedures \([71]\), the underestimated onset duration of acoustic stimuli \([18]\), and users’ time spent dwelling on websites \([83]\). We then model each sub-step and each potential surprise as an independent random variable, each one log-normally distributed. The parameters of the distribution of each random variable can be derived from the prediction interval of the event, if said prediction interval uses a consistent size. For example, for a 95\% prediction interval, which is defined as the interval containing 95\% of likely future events, we can derive the parameters of a log-normal distribution as following:

\[
\mu = \frac{\log(\text{lower}) + \log(\text{upper})}{2} \quad \text{and} \quad \sigma^2 = \frac{\log(\text{upper}) - \log(\text{lower})}{2z^2} \quad \text{where} \quad z
\]

is the 0.975 quantile of the standard normal, and lower and upper are the bounds of the estimator’s 95\% prediction interval.

To approximate the probability distribution of a planner, we run Monte Carlo experiments on the sum of random variables while considering the likelihood of surprise events (which may or may not be included in any particular instance; see Figure 3). The sum of log-normally distributed random variables is no longer strictly log-normally distributed but shares essential properties such as a single mode and skewness to the right. Taking surprise events into consideration can affect the overall shape of a task’s probability density function considerably due to the likelihood of these events.

Past research has shown that people have difficulties properly evaluating compound probabilities of independent events \([4]\) which has been proposed as one of the drivers of the planning fallacy \([75]\). This justifies the interest of combining the above debiasing techniques with visualizations to depict plausible durations of the task.

3.3 Selecting a Visualization Technique

The main purpose of visualization in this context is to increase planners’ awareness of uncertainties and how they sum up, thereby easing overall estimations and decision-making processes. By doing so, we avoid the need for categorical proofs ascertaining whether the inside/outside theory is true, or if it is a memory bias, for we are not relying on one’s abilities to remember the past or to individually choose which piece of information is relevant or not \([14]\).

Displaying uncertainty has been shown to positively impact individuals’ assessment and evaluation of conflicting information \([23]\).
We designed a crowdsourced study including two parts: a time estimation task requiring to consider ranges of plausible durations, and a decision-making task requiring to select when to perform a specific action given a cost function. These two parts correspond to questions one frequently is confronted with when planning a task: “how long will it take me?” (duration estimation) and “when do I have to start to finish in time?” (decision making). Our study design seeks to answer the following research questions:

**RQ1** What is the effect of simulating and visualizing data on people’s task duration estimates?

**RQ2** Do quantile dot plots help indicate 95% prediction intervals? Does the number of dots matter?

**RQ3** What is the effect of feedback on people’s decision-making? Does the type of feedback (interactive text versus text-and-visualization) matter?

We investigate these research questions through a mixed design where we compare three within-subject measures taken over time to measure how estimates evolve after exposure to debiasing and feedback techniques. Since multiple options exist for the design of feedback techniques, we include two between-subject factors (with two levels each) to compare different visual choices.

### 4.1 Task and Background Story

In the context of an online experiment, we chose not to ask participants to actually perform the task and measure their performance time—similar to Hayes-Roth [32]. While it would have been informative to be able to compare their estimates against a ground truth, we could only have asked them to complete a filler task whose length they would only be able to estimate if they were already familiar with the type of task, which is difficult to assure for an online experiment soliciting a diverse population. Still, we needed to create an appropriate context for a task all potential participants of a crowdsourced study could relate to. Furthermore, this task had to be long enough for sub-tasks to be relevant and for surprise events to possibly happen. We thus selected a shopping task as the time estimation task and combined it with a train-catching scenario for the decision-making part.

#### 4.1.1 First Part: Estimating a Duration

The shopping task had to be both simple and generic enough for participants with various cultural backgrounds and lifestyles to easily picture. We presented the following context to participants:

*Imagine that you have friends coming over soon and you realize that you forgot to buy three items which will be essential to spend a pleasant evening together. Imagine three concrete items which can be bought in a grocery store.*

The associated task and instructions were detailed as follows:

**Your (imagined) task:**

You have to go to a grocery store near you in order to buy the necessary 3 items and then get back home.

*If you were to leave right now, how long do you think it would take you to perform this task?*

After estimating the overall duration of the task, participants were asked to provide duration estimates for all sub-tasks and all surprise events as well as their respective likelihoods. We used predetermined sub-steps and surprise events to avoid situations where two events are joint, or else dependent, which would have complicated both elicitation and computation. We selected these based on a pre-study with 21 participants. This pre-study was also crowdsourced and simply asked participants how they would break down the above task into sub-steps, what kind of events could make them slower or faster, and how likely these events would be to occur. We selected the most common responses for a final set of five sub-tasks and eight surprise events. These surprise events include four slowing events (i.e., events that lead to an increase of the overall duration of the task) and four quickening events (i.e., events that

---

1 Allowing participants to manually decompose the task or indicate what could disturb their hypothetical task performance would have also required them to specify which events were inter-related, resulting in a rather complex experiment design.
lead to a decrease in the overall duration of the task). Details are provided in the supplemental material.

4.1.2 Second Part: Decision-Making Task. The decision-making task builds on the previous task to add circumstances that would create a situation in which deciding on the best departure time is not obvious. An appropriate context would be one in which leaving too early is approximately as undesirable as leaving too late. We thus introduced the following storyline:

*Imagine that you have to catch a train which will be leaving at 4:00 pm, but, before that, you still have to go buy the three items from task 1 in the same grocery store as previously. Once you leave home, you will go to the grocery store and then directly to the train station. As in real life, you do not want to miss your train, but you would rather not arrive at the train station too early either.*

### 4.2 Stimuli / Visualization Designs

We used participants’ estimations for the sub-tasks and surprise events to calculate their personal probability density for the duration of the shopping task as described in section 3.2. Participants saw the density in the form of a quantile dot plot with either 20 or 50 dots, depending on which level of the factor *number of dots* they were assigned to (see Figure 1-A for an example and Figure 3-B for a comparison of showing the same data with 20 and 50 dots). The text above the visualization stated that each dot on the plot symbolizes a simulated trip to the grocery store. Both 20- and 50-dots quantile plots are based on a sample of 100,000 draws and therefore, both are representative of the distribution, but 50-dot plots have better chances of including more extreme values and consequently give a more precise representation of the whole probability distribution (see Figure 3).

For the decision-making task, we provided textual feedback which could be adjusted to explore the outcome of different possible decisions using either a slider tool or an interactive linechart (similar to exploring a statistical multiverse [15]), thus adding the factor *feedback-type*. The slider was a simple gray bar that allowed participants to explore a fixed range of possible departure times by dragging a darker cursor on it (see Figure 4-A). The linechart used a dual-axis design to include both the waiting time (as a blue line) and the risk of missing the train (as a red line) plotted against possible departure times (Figure 4-B). Hovering over the visualization moved a vertical gray line, and clicking on it fixed a second vertical line. This gray line acted in the same way as the cursor for the slider did and indicated which value was selected as the preferred departure time. For both feedback types, textual information was also displayed. All numbers visible in Figure 4 updated according to the current position of the cursor on the visualization or the slider, inspired by the concept of *explorable explanations* [77], thereby detailing the precise departure time which was currently picked, along with the risk of missing a train, expressed as how many trains would be missed out of 100, and the average waiting time. Note that while the average waiting time decreased linearly, the risk of missing a train did not necessarily increase in a linear fashion and could include plateau areas (as shown in Figure 4). The information content of the two feedback types was in theory equivalent, although with the slider, participants would have to look at the entire range of the slider to extract the included information whereas the visualization provided an overview. To make sure that participants realized that they could explore different decisions, interaction with the slider or the visualization was required to be able to continue.

In summary, our design included 2 factors, one in each part of the study, resulting in 4 conditions: 20-dot and slider, 20-dot and linechart, 50-dot and slider, 50-dot and linechart. Participants were randomly assigned to any of the possible four conditions.

### 4.3 Dependent and Outcome Variables

We captured the following dependent variables:

1. three estimates of the duration of the whole task as an expected value (or central tendency) plus a symmetric interval size ($x +/- y$ minutes) taken
   - after reading the task description (E1),
   - after going through the debiasing techniques (E2),
   - after seeing the quantile dot plot (E3);
A If you were to leave at 2:43 PM, you would miss your train **1 time out of 100.**
Your waiting time would be **20 minutes** on average.

By leaving at that time, you would miss 1/100 train(s).
You would have to wait 20 minutes on average.

Your selected departure time:   2   :  43  PM

20 minutes
on average.
Your waiting time would be
20 minutes
out of 100.
If you were to leave at
A

Figure 4: The two feedback conditions, the slider (left) and the linechart visualization (right) are based on the same values and set at a departure time of 2:43 PM. The text above the linechart changes when hovering over it while the one below corresponds to the selected value (when clicked). For the slider, both text sections are adjusted when moved.

(2) the first 10,000 samples generated for the quantile dotplot\(^2\);
(3) two decisions when to leave for the train, logged as the number of minutes before the train leaves, with associated waiting times and likelihoods of missing the train according to a participant’s personal distribution taken
  • after reading the train scenario description and
  • after interacting with the assigned feedback type;
(4) time spent on the final departure-time-selection page, overall and interacting with the feedback technique.
(5) self-reported lateness on a 7-point scale.

From these we computed the following outcome variables to answer our research questions:

**RQ1:** increase between estimates, both for the point estimate and the symmetric interval around it
  • overall (E3-E1)
  • attributable to debiasing techniques (E2-E1)
  • attributable to visualization (E3-E2)

We normalized these differences as percent increase \( \frac{B-A}{A} \)
since each participant responded on the basis of different locations of supermarkets in their vicinity, where some may live right next to one whereas others would need to take a car for 15 minutes. Past work suggests that people tend to underestimate task durations, thus we should expect an increase in normalized differences after participants see a visualization.

**RQ2:** actual sizes of the elicited prediction intervals for each of the three estimates (E1, E2, E3)

We computed the actual size by counting how many of the 10,000 logged simulated instances of the task fall inside the intervals participants provided for the three different estimates. If quantile dot plots help indicate 95% prediction intervals, then the final estimate should be closer to a 95% interval than the first two. As Figure 3-B illustrates, the same underlying data can suggest different 95% prediction intervals, especially for distributions that are wide relative to the bin width. Thus, we also test whether participants assigned to a plot using 50 dots are closer to a 95% interval than those assigned to a 20-dot plot.

**RQ3:** difference between the initial and final likelihood of missing a train, and waiting times.

We computed both signed and absolute differences since both are needed to give a full picture: the signed difference can be close to 0 if there are as many participants who leave earlier after receiving feedback as there are participants who leave later, whereas the absolute difference would be considerably different from 0 in that case. Using only an absolute difference would hide in which direction participants change which is particularly informative in the case of how many trains are missed; that number should not increase following our intervention. Indeed, we are interested to learn if any type of feedback improves people’s decision-making. We consider that decisions are overall improved if, after seeing feedback, fewer trains are missed (signed difference) without increasing waiting time considerably (signed difference).

---

\(^2\)We realized during pilot studies that the logging of the complete sample of 100,000 floating-point numbers, sent without compression on participants’ machines through a simple HTML form POST, resulted in considerable amounts of data being sent for each participant which was disproportionate compared to what was required to calculate our outcome variables. Based on simulations, we determined that 10,000 samples rounded to two decimal places were largely sufficient to calculate the desired variables while requiring only about 60 kB of data to be transmitted.
Finally, we test whether the type of feedback matters by comparing responses for the interactive-text group with those from the text-and-visualization group.

Additionally: a correlation coefficient between self-reported lateness and estimated waiting times for initial and final departure decisions. We use this measure for additional analysis to test if preferred waiting time could be predicted from someone’s self-reported lateness.

4.4 Additional Logged Variables
Apart from the dependent variables, we saved additional data from participants, including the time spent on each page of our study and the overall duration. We also logged the dot plot generated for each participant and, for the visualization feedback group, the linechart each time it was clicked which shows the current selection (all of these are included in the supplemental material).

4.5 Procedure
Before the actual experiment started, all participants were asked to read an information sheet and give informed consent. We then presented the concept of 95% prediction intervals on an explanatory page including a short definition and an example using a dot plot representation with 100 dots so that a 95% interval corresponds to 95 dots (see Figure 3-A). We solicited estimates of intervals using two formats: either a central tendency plus/minus an interval or as lower and upper boundaries on how long it would take them to go from the grocery store they pictured for the first task, to the nearest inter-regional train station. Then we asked how much time would be added should a "major disturbance" occur during their trip and how likely such an event was. Additionally, they were asked whether they preferred the 24- or 12-hour timekeeping system to train-related questions.

The experiment consisted of two parts, as mentioned before: the first one centered around a time estimation task (how long will it take?), and the second part introduced an additional decision-making scenario (when do I have to leave?). Figure 5 provides an overview of the entire experiment. Participants performed both parts without interruption.

4.5.1 First part: estimating a duration. Participants were presented with the context and details of the task and had to provide a first estimation for the whole duration of the given scenario. Then they went through the debiasing technique where they had to fill in a lower and upper bound for all sub-tasks, the four slowing surprise events, and the four quickening events. On the next page, participants were asked with which frequency they expected each of the previous eight surprise events to happen (e.g., it happens 3 times out of 10). Participants then provided a second estimation to measure the effect of the debiasing technique alone. Finally, they saw either a 20- or 50-dot quantile plot computed from their previous responses using the procedure described in section 3.2. Underneath this visualization, they were asked to provide a third estimation of the task’s duration.

4.5.2 Second part: decision-making task. To prepare the new simulation for the decision-making section, we asked participants for lower and upper boundaries on how long it would take them to go from the grocery store they pictured for the first task, to the nearest inter-regional train station. Then we asked how much time would be added should a "major disturbance" occur during their trip and how likely such an event was. Additionally, they were asked whether they preferred the 24- or 12-hour timekeeping system to show the feedback in a format they intuitively recognize. The next page asked them to provide their preferred departure time. These data were then used to compute and present their expected waiting time for initial and final departure decisions. We use this measure for additional analysis to test if preferred waiting time could be predicted from someone’s self-reported lateness.
order to explore the data and change, if desired, their preferred departure time (see Figure 4). Under the feedback display, there was an optional comment box designed to let participants explain their decision if they wished to. This component was added following pilot tests, so that participants could feel freer to select a departure time that fits their preference, rather than what they believed was expected of them. They were asked, on the last page, to self-report their lateness on a 7-point Likert scale with the following values: (1) always late; (2) often late; (3) sometimes late; (4) rather on time; (5) sometimes early; (6) often early; and (7) always early. A text field was available for additional comments, right above the button to finish the study.

We included three attention checks throughout the different pages of the experiment according to the attention check instructions provided by the Prolific platform. These checks required participants to enter or select the value indicated in the text, such as “enter 1 in both fields”. The system was set up to automatically exclude participants who failed more than one attention check. A static printout of all experiment pages is included in the supplemental material and available here.

### 4.6 Participants

This study was approved by the Comité d’Éthique de la Recherche at Sorbonne Université (avis N° CER-2020-65). We recruited 160 participants on the Prolific platform. The only criteria used were fluency in the English language, having at least a 95% acceptance rate for previous contributions, and having completed at least 10 prior experiments. Participants had access to the title of the experiment, *Study on estimating durations and probabilities in the context of everyday tasks*, and a small description of what will be expected of them. They were offered £1.80 for an estimated duration of 12 minutes, averaging at £9/h or £0.15/min.

Out of the 160 contributors who provided either a completion code or marked the task manually as completed, our system recorded data for 157 participants. Our pre-registration specifies that we would exclude participants for whom any data is missing, which was the case for 12 participants, resulting in a final 145 valid responses. Specifically, out of the 12 excluded participants, our log files showed impossible values for 9 of them. For three of the twelve excluded participants, the visualization shown to them was missing data lines or axis labels such that the visualization could not be interpreted. Six participants failed one attention check without being excluded (as per our pre-registration), but no one failed two (which would have led to automatic exclusion).

The research questions and analysis plan for this study were pre-registered on OSF, along with the data and analysis script.

### 5 RESULTS

As specified in our pre-registration, we report our results using estimation statistics [12], that is, we use confidence intervals to evaluate the strength of evidence for the investigated effects [13]. Our inferences are based on graphically-reported point estimates and confidence intervals; the exact numbers can be found in the supplemental material. We use 95% BCa bootstrap confidence intervals which have been shown to provide good estimates without distributional assumptions as long as sample sizes exceed 20 [49] (the smallest analyzed group in our study has 63 data points).

We performed an attrition analysis to determine whether one condition caused participants to drop out more than the others [84]. We found a slight difference between 50-dot condition groups (visualization vs. slider) of 19% (95% confidence interval: [2.7% - 36%]). However, this difference is not due to participants failing to complete the study, which would have been a threat to its validity. Rather, of the twelve participants whose submissions we had to remove from the final data set due to missing data (as detailed in section 4.6), nine were in the visualization condition. As such, the difference in group size is not surprising and is unlikely to indicate participants voluntarily dropping out at different rates in different conditions.

#### 5.1 RQ1: The Effect of Predictive Visualizations on Duration Estimates

To investigate our first research question, we examine to what extent our intervention, showing a predictive visualization, induced a change in people’s duration estimation. As described in section 4.3, we operationalized this question through the normalized difference from the initial to the last estimate, a within-subject measure. Figure 6 summarizes our results; the upper part focuses on increases of point estimates (that is, how much higher people’s last estimate is relative to their first) and the lower part on the level of uncertainty participants indicated (that is, how much wider participants’ final interval is relative to their initial).

We observe an overall considerable increase from the initial to the final estimate for both the point estimate (70%, 95% CI [48%, 100%]) and the uncertainty interval around it (62%, 95% CI [41%, 110%]), which suggests that, in average, participants realized, after seeing the visualization, that their initial estimates and sense of uncertainty were too optimistic. Looking at the sources of the increase, we find that for the point estimate, the debiasing method alone led to only a modest increase, which is consistent with results reported in previous work introducing these methods. The effect of the visualization seems to be at least twice as big, that is, on average participants increased their estimates more after seeing their visualization than after only reflecting on task composition and surprise events.

To get a better sense of the variety of responses and individual differences concerning time estimates, Figure 6 also includes histograms of the measures. Notably, we can see that the mode of all response distributions is at 0, which illustrates that some participants did not change their responses at all. Figure 6 shows analyses for point estimates and intervals separately, which does not permit us to show that about 25% of participants kept *both* parts of their initial estimate constant across all three estimates. The histograms also show that all distributions are heavily right-skewed — indicating that some participants increased their responses multi-fold, with some extreme cases providing estimates six or seven times...
RQ1: Effect of simulating and visualizing task duration estimates
Percent change differences between initial estimates and after seeing a visualization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point estimate</th>
<th>Increase overall (from E1 to E3)</th>
<th>70%, [48%, 100%] estimates increased overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase due to debiasing* (from E1 to E2)</td>
<td>20%, [11%, 38%] estimates increased a bit after debiasing methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase due to dot plot (from E2 to E3)</td>
<td>83%, [54%, 150%] estimates increased even more after seeing the dot plot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Uncertainty (interval)</th>
<th>Increase overall (from E1 to E3)</th>
<th>62%, [41%, 110%] more uncertainty overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase due to debiasing* (from E1 to E2)</td>
<td>38%, [26%, 55%] more uncertainty after debiasing methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Increase due to dot plot (from E2 to E3)</td>
<td>40%, [16, 90%] more uncertainty after seeing the dot plot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6: Results for research question 1. Error bars show 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals for both pre-registered measures and those without outliers. Histograms include all values that were pre-registered as admissible. For the point estimate, we can observe that most of the overall increase is due to the latest estimate (that is to say, after seeing the dot plot). The effects of the debiasing methods and the dot plot on the width of the interval (used to evaluate the uncertainty) is harder to attest for with a smaller difference: both led to approximately the same increase in intervals’ width.

higher than their initial interval while downward adjustments were more subtle. Since these few extreme cases may inflate our reported effect size, we additionally report in Figure 6 estimates where extreme outliers (more than 3 standard deviations from the mean) are removed (this part of the analysis was not pre-registered and is shown in yellow in Figure 6). The direction of all effects reported above holds under the exclusion of outliers, but the adjustment results in some cases in smaller and likely more accurate effect sizes. Notably, filtering out extreme outliers suggests that the debiasing techniques may be effective to get (at least some) people to reconsider their uncertainty and increase at least the interval around their estimate (bottom part of Figure 6). However, to increase their overall estimated time (top part of Figure 6), the visualization was more effective than the debiasing technique.

5.2 RQ2: Effect of Dotplots on Prediction Intervals
We instructed participants to provide estimates aiming for 95% prediction intervals throughout the whole study. Since participants only imagined the task, we do not have actual durations to determine the accuracy of their estimations. However, we have simulated instances of the task based on participants’ responses to the sub-tasks and surprise event questions. We use these simulated trips to determine the proportion falling into participants’ overall estimates E1, E2 & E3 (for illustration refer to Figure 3-B which shows the coverage of prediction intervals overlaid on quantile dot plots). A perfect estimate would result in 95% of all simulated instances falling within that estimate.

The results for RQ2 are summarized in Figure 7. We find a coverage below 50% for the first estimate, a small improvement for the second estimate and, on average, a rather large increase in the coverage of the interval for the final estimate, after participants saw the visualization. The included histograms uncover three relevant observations: (1) a high number of participants provided first and second estimates which are completely outside the range of the samples for their data, illustrated by the peaks at 0%, which is only the case for a few participants for their third estimate, (2) we do not observe a clear peak at 95% for any of the three estimates, and (3) the number of people who “overshoot” and provide intervals which cover 100% of the simulated data roughly doubles from the second to the third estimate, but remains lower than the peak at 0% for the first estimates. The histograms also suggest that while the debiasing alone did not have much of an effect on those participants whose

6These simulated instances are those used to generate the quantile dot plot. They are a representative sample (n = 10,000) taken from the mixture distribution elicited through the debiasing techniques as detailed in section 3.2.
RQ2: Effect of quantile dot plots on the size of elicited prediction intervals
How much of the simulated data is covered by the prediction intervals?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Within subjects</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First estimate (before any intervention)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second estimate (after debiasing methods)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third estimate (after seeing visualization)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Between subjects</th>
<th>Difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>20-dot quantile plot (final estimate, full sample)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-dot quantile plot (final estimate, full sample)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final estimate with 20-dot or 50-dot sample</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7: Results for research question 2. Error bars show 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals. On the left are estimates for the individual measures and on the right are differences between pairs of measures on the left. The further a difference is from 0, the bigger the effect. The within-subject measures (top) show participants get closer to a 95% prediction interval after seeing the dot plot (third estimate) even though many do not get close to the 95% mark. The between-subject measures (bottom), used to compare the 20-dot quantile plot to the 50-dot one, do not attest to any relevant difference between the two choices when it comes to prediction intervals.

Coverage was 0% for the initial estimate, the density upwards of 75% increases somewhat for the second estimate. As the differences on the right-hand side of Figure 7 illustrate, we found strong evidence for an increase in interval coverage from the second to the third estimate. Concerning the question of whether plots with 20 or 50 dots lead to better coverage of the estimate, our data do not support the hypothesis of one being more suitable than the other to provide 95% prediction intervals.

5.3 RQ3: Effect of Two Types of Feedback on Decision-Making

Our third research question investigates how feedback affects the decision of when to leave to catch a train. Participants received feedback in text form spelling out their expected waiting time and the corresponding likelihood to miss their train, both as a function of departure time. They could explore how these two outcomes changed depending on different departure times using either a slider or a visualization (as shown in Figure 4). We analyze the difference in missed trains (in percent) and waiting time (in minutes) between their initial selected departure time (before any feedback) and their final selected departure time (after interacting with feedback). Results are summarized in Figure 8.

Most notably, the signed differences for the two outcomes suggest that participants overall optimized their decisions, that is, across participants, there are fewer missed trains while waiting times increase only slightly. Nonetheless, the absolute difference in waiting time indicates that more participants changed their departure time than the signed difference suggests: those whose initial departure times resulted in very high waiting times decided to leave later, and those who probably would have missed their trains decided to leave earlier. The larger effect on the reduction of missed trains over the increase in average waiting time can be interpreted as an overall optimization of behavior: fewer trains are missed and the average waiting time increases only a bit. Concerning the type of feedback, slider versus visualization, our data suggest that the two groups behaved similarly. This might be due to all relevant information being in the text which was identical in the two conditions. However, we observed a difference in the time taken to come to a decision between the linechart (122s, 95% CI [108s, 137s]) and the slider (79s, 95% CI [70s, 90s]), meaning the visualization group spent more time on the final decision page.
RQ3: Effect on the decision when to leave for a train after receiving feedback based on simulation data
How much do estimates change and how much does feedback type matter?

![Figure 8: Results for research question 3. Error bars show 95% bootstrapped confidence intervals and the underlying histogram shows the corresponding raw differences for each participant (within-subject measure). Signed differences emphasize changes across the simulation (less trains missed, only slightly increased waiting times) whereas absolute differences emphasize individual changes irrespective of the direction of the change. The right side shows the computed differences between the visualization and slider group (between-subject measure).](image)

5.4 Additional Analyses

We also performed additional analyses, allowing us to compare our results to those of psychology papers, probe individual preferences in the decision-making process and explore the different strategies participants used when optimizing. Additionally, we considered respondents’ optional comments.

5.4.1 Previous Work in Psychology. Our measurements also allowed us to determine whether our results are consistent with previous work in psychology. Specifically, we analyzed how similar participants’ responses remained between their first and second estimates (included in Figure 6). According to the literature, the planning fallacy commonly indicates estimates are too optimistic. Consistent with past work, we did observe evidence for overly-optimistic initial estimates with an increase in central tendency and interval size. We also noticed that about a quarter of participants did not change their initial estimate at all. The average absolute variation is 28% (95% CI: [20%, 47%]) of the first estimates’ central tendency, which suggests the combination of the decomposition and surprise listing methods had an influence on the estimation. More precisely, the average signed variation is an increase of 20% (95% CI: [11%, 38%]) of the first estimate, attesting to a noticeable decrease in optimism. As for the interval size, the variation represents, on average, an increase of 38% (95% CI: [26%, 55%]), which indicates larger intervals and thus an increase in uncertainty.

Simultaneously, we were expecting the sub-tasks to undergo the same segmentation effect as described by Forsyth and Burt [17]. Indeed, the motivation behind task decomposition is that smaller tasks are easier to estimate for and thus prompt less optimism. We therefore anticipated the sum of the sub-task estimates would be greater than the overall estimate. Nevertheless, it was not the case: when we summed the central tendencies of the sub-tasks (without the surprise events) and compared the result to the central tendency of the first estimate, the most optimistic of all three estimates, then we find that the sum of the sub-tasks was smaller (with a difference in mean of -0.41, 95% CI [-0.5, -0.29]), the opposite direction. This compares better with the experiment from Connolly and colleagues [9], in which optimism persisted.

Furthermore, while looking at the raw data, we noticed that participants often rounded their estimates to the nearest multiple

---

7 Refer to OSF for the full statistical analysis report.
of $^8$, a behavior regularly observed in perception experiments (e.g., see Talbot et al. [72]). This impacts both overall accuracy (i.e., how their estimates compare to their actual performance time), and the precision of their expressed beliefs, yet it likely reflects how people behave in real life.

5.4.2 Individual Preferences. Participants presented diverse preferences in the decision-making task, that is, they chose different tradeoffs between waiting time and risk to miss one’s train. We were interested to learn if there was a simple mechanism to predict these choice preferences and thereby computed a Kendall’s $\tau$ correlation coefficient to test if their self-rated lateness would predict whether they optimize according to the waiting time or the risk to miss the train. However, we found no evidence for any correlation for either the initial ($\tau = -0.08$, 95% CI [-0.2, 0.05]) or the final decision ($\tau = -0.1$, 95% CI [-0.2, 0.01]).

5.4.3 Heuristics for the Train Decision. We used participants’ remarks from the comments field and their interaction traces, such as screenshots of their visualization, to identify heuristics participants may have used during their decision process. We identified the following strategies:

- **Fixed waiting time**: Adjusting to arrive at their usual waiting time (one participant indicated explicitly in the comments to always arrive 20 minutes in advance), visible through a rounded waiting time such as 15 minutes and not rounded risk and departure time such as 2:39 PM. 18 out of 145 participants used waiting time to decide.
- **Fixed departure time**: 35 out of 145 participants did not change their departure time from initial to final decision (one indicated always leaving around the same time before going to the train station).
- **Line intersection**: We observed through the logged svg files of the participants in the visualization condition that 6 of them (out of 63) chose the point where the two lines intersected. Note that in most cases, this intersection point is a rather risky decision. 12 more participants explored this point but decided in the end on a different option.
- **Latest safe point**: Some participants (10 out of 145) selected the latest point where the probability to miss their train was indicated as $^9$, and 14 participants selected a departure time with a risk indicated as less than 1 out of 1000, out of a total of 35 participants who optimized according to the likelihood of missing a train (mostly visible for the visualization condition group for whom each click was recorded).

For the remaining 50 participants we could not conclude which factor was the decisive one as their behavior was less consistent or did not exhibit an identifiable heuristic.

5.4.4 Participants’ Comments. Two participants left additional comments at the end motivating the implementation of a similar system to be used more generically:

”[…] I would love for everyone to have this experiment, so they could apply these considerations on their everyday life.”

and:

“This was eye opening. Should turn it into a planing app or sum.”

Others also described the study as “eye-opening”, “fun” and “interesting”.

6 DISCUSSION

Results suggest that predictive visualizations prompt considerable reductions in optimism and an increased sense of uncertainty. Concerning the decision-making part of our study, we observed what can be interpreted as an overall optimization of decisions: fewer missed trains and only a small increase in average waiting time.

Surprisingly, many participants made initial estimations which are completely inconsistent with their responses to the sub-tasks and surprise listing, that is, not a single instance simulated from these responses fell into their initial estimate nor in their updated estimate, which they gave just after providing these responses (visible in the spikes at 0 in Figure 7). While a few participants continued to insist on their inconsistent estimate even after seeing their predictive visualization, most adjusted their estimate upwards with the bulk of responses being between 75% and 100%. It should be noted that we also found an increase in the proportion of participants overshooting, that is, providing a too high or wide interval. While overestimation can incur a considerable cost, it is reasonable to assume that people would be able to calibrate themselves over time [67, 73].

Furthermore, about a quarter of all participants kept the same estimates from beginning to end. Various reasons can explain this behavior, including the confidence in one’s ability to accurately estimate the task’s duration, or the continued influence effect, defined as one’s persistence in considering and relying on a rejected hypothesis [36]. Estimators might also lack trust in the displayed predictive visualization. Such limited confidence has previously been shown in predictive decision-making with machine learning systems and is further exacerbated by cognitive load [3, 85, 86].

6.1 Interactive Text versus Visualization

Interestingly, we did not find a difference between the slider and the visualization feedback type in the second part of our experiment. This is likely due to all task-relevant information being inserted in the text at pertinent places, so that it was not necessary for a participant to decipher the information contained in the visualization. We did observe that participants in the visualization condition spent more time interacting with the visualization than those who interacted with the slider feedback. We can only speculate why that might be. It could be that it was more difficult, but it could also be that the overview provided them with additional insights which they wished to explore further. Participants may have also been able to gain a better understanding of the non-linear relationship between the likelihood to miss one’s train and the expected waiting time. Since we did not provide indications on how to read the linechart, participants in that condition may have struggled to

---

$^8$Only 3 participants never used a multiple of 5 in any of their three estimates (E1, E2 and E3) and approximately 41% exclusively provided multiples of 5 for their three estimates.

$^9$Which means that, given the data they provided, none of the simulated trips took longer than the time available between their chosen departure time and the time the train would leave.
interpret what they were seeing. Future research is needed to better understand the mechanisms at play.

Additionally, anecdotal evidence from participants’ comments (section 5.4.4) suggests that there may be an added learning benefit which could help them in their future time planning needs. More studies looking specifically into learning effects will be necessary to determine and quantify the potentially added benefit of the used interactive visualization over the interactive text.

6.2 Eliciting Estimations

It might be intricate to retrieve people’s complete beliefs and to apply the same assumptions to everyone. We asked participants to enter durations as ranges (lower and upper bounds) in respect of a 95% prediction interval and we then assumed those values followed a log-normal distribution. While the latter choice was informed by prior work [18, 71, 83], we are unaware of work studying explicitly the relationship between elicited prediction intervals of durations and how to best model them. Additionally, providing 95% prediction intervals is not an easy task and untrained people tend to provide intervals that are closer to 50% [38, p. 112], which is consistent with our findings for the initial and second estimates.

More elaborate user interfaces to elicit people’s beliefs could therefore be useful. For example, web-based tools to elicit probability distributions have already been developed [25, 58] and could be integrated into our procedure. Entering data would be more time-demanding but advanced inputs could also prompt reflection, and thus more considered and well-thought-out estimates. A potential risk is still the mathematical knowledge that is necessary to make full use of such tools.

6.3 Accuracy

It is essential to determine whether our strategy provokes overestimates or maintains underestimates, or whether individual differences are reduced or increased. To investigate these questions, comparison with concrete performance times is paramount. However, requesting participants to actually perform a task after predicting also raises issues: if there is no experimenter to record the duration, participants can measure inaccurately or misreport their durations, and even if an experimenter is timing them, they can still adjust their behavior, that is, try to speed up or slow down, to match their prediction.

6.4 Biases and Resource Rationality

One potential limitation of our approach could be human biases as a model mechanism [79]: if people’s inputs are already biased, then the distribution function is calculated on erroneous values and presents therefore incorrect information. Past work suggests that estimating sub-tasks is easier and leads less likely to underestimations [17]. That, however, is not consistent with our data where sub-tasks without the inclusion of surprise events led to more optimistic estimations than even the initial estimates. Our approach of combining sub-tasks and surprise events may be a promising approach to elicit more realistic responses, yet, this remains a hypothesis to test in future work as we are not able to determine this without collecting actual performance times of a task.

As visual analytic systems also suffer from human biases, metrics evaluating to what extent the visualizations in our approach undergo similar effects could be integrated [78]. This would help design appropriate visual representations that diminish those analysts’ biases. We should beware, however, not to subdue positive bias, or fall into the bias bias [20]. Additionally, based on bounded rationality theory, a resource-rational analysis, as suggested by Lieder, Wesslen and colleagues [52, 53, 81], could help better understand decision making with data visualization as it takes cognitive limitations into account in the evaluation, rather than solely irrational biases.

The goal of work like ours is in the end to help people make better decisions and avoid social or financial problems due to erroneous estimates. Yet, when studying this problem space, one needs also to consider that such estimates may not necessarily be due to an incorrigible bias but that other dynamics may play a role, similar to Gigerenzer’s suggested alternative explanations for various biases reported in the literature, such as intuition about randomness and paying attention to the framing of a problem [20]. Similarly, people might use heuristics to simplify complex decisions [19], such as when one always aims to arrive at the train station 20 minutes in advance (as reported in section 5.4.3). The data supplied with this article supports the hypothesis that the planning fallacy may, at least in part, be due to the difficulty of deriving estimates for compound probabilities and mixture distributions. More work will be needed to test this hypothesis in real-life planning scenarios and in the context of different cost functions.

6.5 Incentives

In the second part of our study, we asked participants to select a departure time so that they would not miss their train but also not arrive too early (we wanted both cases to be equally discouraging). In real life, missing a train is more punishing than arriving early and having to wait, and as such, incentives are often asymmetrical. We opted for a scenario with a light asymmetry (that is, there is often a later train that could be taken) which corresponds to a variety of everyday constraints, whereas a scenario with a strong asymmetry (high costs when missing one’s plane) may result in overall more pessimistic responses.

Besides asymmetric incentives there may be other reasons for people to make biased estimations when trying to plan a task. An important factor to take into account is, for example, the attached cost function. In many cases there can be hidden costs to making more realistic (which often means longer) estimates, for example, in a competitive setting: if multiple companies compete for a contract to build an opera house, then a company claiming to be faster and cheaper might have better chances to win the contract. Such situations create incentives to make inaccurate estimations. Hidden incentives are also often at play in social settings, for example, when someone promises to finish a task someone else depends on, then they are more likely to provide an optimistic estimate to reassure the other person: at the time of the promise, there may be just enough time to finish the task in time, and there is no incentive for the planner to provide a more realistic estimate which would attract the other person’s anger prematurely.
6.6 Demand Characteristics

As we used a within-subject design and the same instructions were repeated multiple times, participants may have understood what results we were hoping to collect and responded accordingly. This phenomenon is referred to as demand characteristics and expresses a participant’s will to positively help a researcher by providing the responses they anticipate [61]. However, our analysis shows a difference between how respondents estimated for the second time (after the debiasing methods) and the third (after seeing the dot plot) in terms of prediction intervals (see section 5.2), that is, even if they guessed that we were expecting less optimistic estimates, they were not able to correct their second estimate to match the desired 95% prediction interval, but were closer to it the third time, using the visualization at their disposal. In other words, our data supports our assumption that computing how long a given task might take in one’s head is a difficult exercise. The only nuance in our findings this can have an impact on is how the dot-plots are trusted: it is indeed possible that participants did not believe in their third estimate but chose nonetheless to put an answer that matched the visualization that was given. A possible way to mitigate demand characteristics could be monetary incentives: it has already been manipulated in a similar decision-making exercise requesting participants to provide a departure time, according to visualizations presenting signs of uncertainty, and with a reward based on simulated trips [16]. This method could be even more efficient if actual completion times were recorded.

6.7 Generalizability

In our study, we only used predictive visualizations in the form of 20- or 50-dot quantile plots. We have not tested whether different choices of data representations lead to different outcomes in the same context but chose this type of visualization based on past research which reported quantile dot plots as the most effective way to communicate uncertainty for decision-making in a transit scenario [44]. Our claim that predictive visualizations can reduce optimism and increase the overall sense of uncertainty in a time-related decision-making task depends on the choice of a visualization type capable of communicating distributions effectively to wide audiences.

7 IMPLEMENTATIONS

The online tool Guessimate provides a spreadsheet-like interface to help people make estimates in uncertain situations using Monte Carlo sampling. As such, it already supports task duration estimates similar to our experiment (see this model for an example) but it requires some mathematical knowledge that can prevent lay people from using it. Moreover, the outputs are literal numbers (an interval and a point estimate) with an unlabeled distribution visible underneath while we used apparently labeled quantile dot plots to communicate the results with our participants.

The approach we described throughout this paper can easily be extended into a system for generic tasks, sub-tasks, and surprise events. We introduce a first version of such a tool in our online supplemental material available here.10

In contrast to the tool used for our study, our time estimator includes a live update feature, that is, the visualization is constantly updated based on the currently set data, and the data can easily be adjusted by directly dragging over the numbers, using Bret Victor’s Tangle JavaScript library created for his Explorable Explanations. This allows to explore more easily the influence of different parameters and enables planners to simulate different scenarios. Additionally, the use of such a tool on a regular basis would also enable training by feedback. As time and performance estimates have already been found to be enhanced by such a strategy [1, 64, 67, 73], a generic tool could enable a long-term or field study with the potential to advance our knowledge on multiple aspects including an evaluation of accuracy, a measurement of human biases, alternate belief inputs and different study design’s strategies to reduce experimental biases.

Altogether, there remains a lot of room for devising strategies to mitigate the planning fallacy, within and outside our approach. The knowledge on this cognitive bias is still growing and should keep offering new opportunities for research.

8 CONCLUSION

With the goal to explore visualization in relation to duration estimation biases, we introduced a procedure involving two debiasing methods, namely task decomposition and surprise listing, which we combined with predictive visualizations in the form of quantile dot plots and linecharts. Our crowdsourced study’s results provide compelling evidence that (1) quantile dot plots prompted changes in participants’ task duration estimates, which were expressed by signs of reduced optimism and increased uncertainty, and that (2) feedback, either through a linechart or interactive text, helped improve decisions, expressed through a larger effect on reducing cost (fewer trains missed) than on increasing waiting time. While more work is needed to better understand people’s planning behavior, our approach generated promising changes in participants’ estimates and provides rich directions for future work.
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